
Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                         Higher Plus
1st March                                                     

Simplify

(2x − 3)³ − (x − 4)³

Express √8 + √18 in the form a√2

A scientist wants to estimate the number 
of toads living near a lake.

On Friday she catches 90 toads and tags 
them. She then releases the toads.

On Saturday the scientist catches 50 
toads and 7 of them are tagged.

Estimate the number of toads that live 
near the lake.

Find the area of the shaded region.

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                         Higher Plus
2nd March                                                     

The time taken, t, for the passengers 
to be checked-in for a flight is inversely 
proportional to the square of the 
number of staff, s, working.
It takes 30 minutes for passengers to 
be checked-in when 10 staff are 
working.

Find an equation connecting t and s.

Solve  x² + 6x + 3 = 0  giving your 
answers in surd form.

 Solve the inequality x² + 6x + 3 < 0

There are 12 counters in a bag. 
8 are green
3 are white
1 is red

Conor takes two counters at random from 
the bag. Work out the probability that 
Conor takes two counters of different 
colours.

Find the area of the triangle.

�

Make m the subject

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                         Higher Plus
3rd March                                                     

Work out an estimate for the 
distance the car travels in these 10 
seconds

Is your answer an underestimate or 
an overestimate?
Explain your answer.

Prove the sum of four 
consecutive odd numbers is 
always a multiple of 8.

There are 20 passengers on a flight 
from London to Paris.
60% of the passengers are from 
England. The rest are from France.
Four passengers are chosen at 
random to complete a survey.

Calculate the probability that all four 
passengers are French.

Find where the tangent to the circle
x² + y² = 20 at the point (4, −2) 
meets the y-axis.

�
Shown is the first 10 seconds of the 
journey of a car
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                         Higher Plus
4th March                                                     

Expand and simplify

(3 + √2)(√10 + √3)

Calculate the probability that the score 
is an even number

Find an expression, in terms of n,
for the nth term of the quadratic 
sequence

5    16     31    50

Prove that the angle at the centre is 
twice the angle at the circumference.

Solve

�

�

Given

�

�
Rebecca has 9 cards, each with a 
number on it. She picks three cards at 
random, without replacement.
Rebecca adds the three numbers to get 
a score.
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                         Higher Plus
5th March                                                     

A circle has the equation  x² + y² = 121

Find the area of the circle.
Give your answer in terms of 𝛑

C is inversely proportional to the 
square of A.

When A = 3, C = 10. Find the value 
of A when C = 5.

Write � as a fraction

�

ABCD is a square, X is a point in the 
diagonal BD and the perpendicular from 
B to AX meets AC in Y.
Prove that triangles AXD and AYB are 
congruent.
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                         Higher Plus
6th March                                                     

The areas of two mathematically similar 
shapes are in the ratio 49 : 81

The length of the smaller shape is 
24.5cm

Work out the length of the larger shape.

Sophie estimated that the distance 
between Bristol and Newcastle is about 
290 miles and that her average driving 
speed would be 60 mph.

She estimated the distance to the 
nearest 10 miles and the speed to the 
nearest10 mph.

Calculate the lower bound of the time 
the journey should take.
Give your answer in hours and minutes.
Give your answer to the nearest minute.

Calculate the area of the triangle

Solve

�

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                         Higher Plus
7th March                                                     

Sophie estimated that the distance 
between Bristol and Newcastle is about 
290 miles and that her average driving 
speed would be 60 mph.

She estimated the distance to the 
nearest 10 miles and the speed to the 
nearest10 mph.

Calculate the lower bound of the time 
the journey should take.
Give your answer in hours and minutes.
Give your answer to the nearest minute.

10%	of	the	people	scored	less	than	x	marks	

Find	x

5%	of	people	scored	more	than	y	marks.	

Find	y

Solve the simultaneous equations

x² + 3xy = 10
x + 2y = 3

�
260	people	sit	a	driving	theory	test.	
Their	results	are	shown	in	this	histogram.
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                         Higher Plus
8th March                                                     

ABCD is a parallelogram
Prove triangles ABD and BCD are 
congruent.

Find x

�

Rationalise the denominator of

�

Sketch  y = 3 − cos x

�

Sketch  y = 2 + sin x

�

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                         Higher Plus
9th March                                                     

Find an expression for the area of the 
triangle.

A solid sphere has a diameter of 12cm.
The sphere is made from glass.
The density of the glass is 4.12g/cm

Find the mass of the glass sphere.

Prove the product of two odd 
numbers is always odd.

�

The length of the base of a triangle and 
its perpendicular height are:

�

�

�

ABCD is a trapezium

�

AB and DC are parallel.
DC = 2AB

Write down theses vectors in terms of a 
and b
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                         Higher Plus
10th March                                                     

Expand and simplify

(3x − 1)(2x + 3)(x − 7)

Solve    x² − 3x − 21 < 0

Find	the	number	of	tiles	in	pattern	n	
for	each.

There are n counters in a bag.
Three counters are white and the 
rest are green.
Two counters are taken from the 
bag at random.

Find the probability, in terms of n, that 
both counters are green.

�

�

Can you spot any mistakes?
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                         Higher Plus
11th March                                                     

Find the circumference of the circle.
Give your answer in terms of 𝛑

Find the area of the circle.
Give your answer in terms of 𝛑

Express 3x² + 18x − 5 in the form 
a(x + b)² + c

Prove	every	term	in	the	sequence		
n²	−	8n	+	21		is	positive

Make m the subject

�

The circle shown has x² + y² = 36

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                         Higher Plus
12th March                                                     

Find an expression, in terms of n,
for the nth term of the quadratic 
sequence

5     8     15    26

In a tin there are three different 
types of biscuit.

4 chocolate
3 digestive
2 shortbread

Tina takes two biscuits at random.
Work out the probability that she 
takes two different types of biscuit.

How many people are represented 
by this histogram?

Estimate the median age.

Shown is the curve with equation y = f(x)
The coordinates of the minimum point of the 
curve are (5, 2).

Write down the coordinates of the minimum 
point of the curve with equation 
y = f(x + 6) − 4

�

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                         Higher Plus
13th March                                                     

The	%irst	4	terms	of	a	sequence	are:		
400,	390,	375,	355	…	

Which	term	is	the	%irst	to	be	
negative?

Express (5 − √2)²  in the form 
a + b√2, where a and b are integers 
to be found 

Find the minimum point of the graph

y = x² − 6x − 20

Calculate the area of the segment

How much closer is the boat, at point X, 
to the port at Y than the port at Z?

�

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                         Higher Plus
14th March                                                     

Solve the simultaneous equations

x² + y² = 10
x − y − 2 = 0

Prove algebraically that the sum of the 
squares of two odd integers is always 
even.

Calculate the volume of the pyramid.

Sketch  y = 1 − cos x

�

Sketch  y = 2 + sin x

�

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                         Higher Plus
15th March                                                     

a is directly proportional to √c.
w is inversely proportional to a³.

When c = 49, a = 35
When a = 2, w = 16.

Find the value of w when c = 4.

The surface area of the cylinder is equal 
to the surface area of the sphere.

Express h in terms of x

�

Work out

�

The function f is such that

�

solve

�

Find 
�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                         Higher Plus
16th March                                                     

Find the equation of the circle.

Work out the angle of the green 
sector

The spinner is spun another three 
times.
Work out the probability of obtaining 
one green and two blues.

Show 

�
can be written as

�

Find

�

�

A sequence of numbers is formed 
by the iterative process of

�
�

�

The fair spinner above is spun 
twice.

The probability of getting two 

greens is �
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                         Higher Plus
17th March                                                     

A sculptor wants to transport a piece of rock.
It is a sphere with radius 0.4m to the nearest 
centimetre.
The density of the rock is 3.4g/cm³
The truck can carry up to 1000kg to one 
significant figure.

Can the sculptor safely transport the rock?

A remote control car drives in a straight line.

It starts from rest and travels with constant 
acceleration for 15 seconds reaching a 
velocity of 10m/s.
It then travels at a constant speed for 5 
seconds.
It then slows down with constant deceleration 
of 0.5m/s².

Draw a velocity-time graph and work out 
the total distance travelled.

Find the exact length of the side labelled 
w.

�

�

Find

�

A sequence of numbers is formed 
by the iterative process

�

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                         Higher Plus
18th March                                                     

Make m the subject

m(r + p) = r(h − m)

A gym runs many exercise classes.
Monday: 8 different classes
Tuesday: 5 different classes
Wednesday: 10 different classes
Thursday: 4 different classes
Friday: 6 different classes.

Shea goes one exercise class on 3 
different days.

How many different possible 
combinations are there?

Shown is a cuboid with measurements 
in centimetres.
Work out the surface area

ABCD is a parallelogram.
Prove that triangles ABD and BCD are 
congruent.

Solve

�

�

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                         Higher Plus
19th March                                                     

Expand and simplify

(x − 4)³

Write down the exact value of

tan	30°	+	tan	60°

Write as a single fraction

�

A sequence has an nth term of

�

Which term in the sequence has a value 
of ⅓

Write as a fraction

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                         Higher Plus
20th March                                                     

Draw the circle with equation   
x² + y² = 16

Find x

Find y

Solve x² + 8x − 2 = 0 using 
completing the square

Draw 

��

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                         Higher Plus
21st March                                                     

Here is a circle, centre O, and the tangent to 
the circle at the point (2, −4).

Find the equation of the tangent at the point 
P.

m is an integer

Solve

m² + 5m − 36 < 0

Calculate an estimate for the 
acceleration after 40 seconds

Calculate an estimate for the total 
distance travelled in the 60 
seconds.

�

Here is a velocity time graph for the first 
60 seconds of a journey.

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                         Higher Plus
22nd March                                                     

Prove the product of two even numbers 
is always even

Shown is a rhombus

Calculate its area

Sketch the function y = −f(x)

�

Shown is y = f(x)

�

�

Given

�
find

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                         Higher Plus
23rd March                                                     

Two solids are mathematically similar.
The surface area of the smaller solid is 
42π cm²
The surface area of the larger solid is 
1512π cm²

The height of the larger solid is 96cm.
Work out the height of the smaller solid.

y = 1800 to 2 significant figures
r = 7.1 to 1 decimal place

By considering bounds, work out the 
value of w to a suitable degree of 
accuracy

Shown are two straight lines drawn on 
the grid.
Line 2 has equation  y = −2x + 18

Find the equation of Line 1

Are the two lines perpendicular?

Make x the subject of

�

�

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                         Higher Plus
24th March                                                     

Factorise completely

100x − x³

n is the set of even numbers from 
1 to 400

O is the set of odd numbers
P is the set of prime numbers
C is the set of cube numbers
S is the set of square numbers

How many numbers are there in the 
set O ∪ P ∪ C ∪ S

A solid is made by putting a hemisphere 
on top of a cone.
Find an expression for the volume in 
terms of x.

The coefficient of the x2 in the 
expansion of (x + a)(x + 3)(2x − 3)
is 9.

Find a

The area of an ellipse, width a and 
height b is given by 

�

Find the shaded area.

�

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                         Higher Plus
25th March                                                     

Find the equation of AB

B is the point (11, 10)
AM:MB = 5:2

Find the coordinates of the point A

�
Write down a vector that is perpendicular 
to AB and the same length

�

Simplify

�

�

Shown are the straight lines AB and 
CD.
M is the midpoint of CD
AB is perpendicular to CD and 
passes through the point M
C is the point (0, 12) and D is the 
point (6, 0)

Make m the subject

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                         Higher Plus
26th March                                                     

A, B and C have coordinates 
(2, 9), (5, −3) and (6, k) respectively.
AB is perpendicular to AC

Find k

HIJK is a triangle based pyramid.
The base HIJ is an equilateral triangle 
with side 10cm.
The volume of the pyramid is 300cm³.
Calculate the perpendicular height, h, of 
the pyramid.

The point (−6, −7)  is the turning 
point of the graph  y = x² + ax + b

Find a and b

C and D are two independent 
events

P(C) = 0.6
P(D’) = 0.3

Find P(C∩D)

Prove the opposite angles in a cyclic 
quadrilateral add to 180°

�

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                         Higher Plus
27th March                                                     

Calculate an estimate of the 
gradient of the curve at the x = 3

Find an estimate of the area 
between the curve and the x-axis 
between x = 0 and x = 5

Find an estimate of the median

Two sunflowers are selected at random.
Calculate the probability that both 
sunflowers have a height greater than 2m.

find

�

Given

�

�

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                         Higher Plus
28th March                                                     

Write 16 in the form 8n

The equation of a circle C, with 
centre O, is x² + y² = 225

Write down 5 coordinates of points 
that lie on C.

The speed limit on a road is 50km/h

It took Sam 60 seconds, correct to 
the nearest 10 seconds, to drive 
along a road that is 780m long, 
correct to 2 significant figures.

Could Sam have broken the speed 
limit?

The area of an equilateral triangle is 
200cm²

Find the length of each side.
Give your answer to 2 decimal 
places.

Rationalise the denominator

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                         Higher Plus
29th March                                                     

The	%irst	5	terms	of	a	quadratic	
sequence	are:		4,	10,	18,	28,	40	

Work	out	the	difference	between	
the	10th	and	20th	terms.

Find x, the number of apples in the 
crate.

Find where the tangent to the circle
x² + y² = 160 at the point (4, −12) 
meets the x-axis.

There are x apples in a crate.
4 of the apples are bad.

Fiona chooses two apples from the 
crate, without replacement.
The probability she selects two bad 
apples is 1/11

Prove

�

Estimate

�
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                         Higher Plus
30th March                                                     

Find an expression, in terms of n,
for the nth term of the quadratic 
sequence

11    12    15    20

Solve  x² − 4x − 21 > 0

Prove 3n(3n + 4) + (n − 6)² is 
positive for all values of x

Find the equation of the line 
perpendicular to DE and passing 
through F(0, −6)

Find the shortest distance between 
the line passing through DE and the 
point F

�

A straight line passes through 
D(0,10) and E (5, 1)
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Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                         Higher Plus
31st March                                                     

Mrs Hampton is potting plants.
She is using two mathematically similar 
pots, the smaller is 10cm tall and the 
larger 14cm tall.
She has two bags of soil, each 
containing 30 litres of soil.

With the first bag, Mrs Hampton fills 20 
small pots using all of the soil in the bag.

The point (5, 12) lies on a circle with 
centre (0, 0)

Write down the coordinates of another 
three points on the circle.

The sketch shows a curve with equation
y = abx    where a and b are constants 
and b > 0

The curve passes through the points 
(2, 50), (5, 6250) and (-1, p)

Calculate the value of p

Make m the subject

�

�

�

How many large pots can be filled 
completely using the second bag of 
soil?
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